
 

1. Constitutional term limits: (2) 6-year terms for Senators. (5) 2-year terms for Representatives, and 10 years for Supreme 

Court justices. 

2. Overturn the Citizens United Supreme Court ruling. 

3. Ban ALL POLITICAL LOBBYISTS. 

4. Match foreign aid with twice the contribution to building out domestic regenerative urban centers with community gardens, 

parks, and education in self-reliance, civic responsibility, sustainable urban planning and community development. 

5. Rename the Pentagon Building the Peace, Safety, Health, Environment, and Regeneration Center and repurpose the $712 billion 

unanimously approved DOD budget accordingly. 

6. Redeploy service members to domestic infrastructure operations. 

7. Increase Philanthropy and reduce Taxation.  

8. Enact foreign and domestic policy that values brotherhood above exploitation. 

9. Never wrestle with a pig. They enjoy it, and you come out stinking! 

10. Those susceptible to confirmation bias ALWAYS receive what they are looking for. 

11. Do not fight forces. Use them. 

12. Not everything that counts can be counted. And not everything that can be counted counts. 

 

The New Republic is rising faster than the old republic is collapsing, by Providential design. 

 

There is no defense, health, environmental, food, energy, or race crisis. Only the crisis of greed, corruption, and ignorance. 

 

ALL is not lost! 

 

“There is one revolution tolerable to all men, all societies, all political systems:  

Revolution by design and invention.” 

-R. Buckminster “Bucky” Fuller, 1968. 

 

The TRUE measure of greatness of the individual, organization, society, and world IS NOT a focus on elevating war sales and margin, but 

rather a focus on elevating the marginalized into a world that works for all of creation! 

 

A core belief of transcendentalism is in the inherent goodness of people and nature. Adherents believe that society and its institutions 

have corrupted the purity of the individual and nature, and they have faith that people are at their best when truly "self-reliant" and 

independent.  

 “Confident that with YOUR help, man will be what he was born to be: free and independent.” 

“Does the INDIVIDUAL have the courage to really go along with the TRUTH?” 

“One person can make a difference, and everyone should try.” 

“It is a crime for any citizen to shrink from controversy.” 

“When TRUTH represents an existential threat, then censorship is deployed.” 

“Those who make peaceful revolution impossible will make violent revolution inevitable.” 

John F. Kennedy. 
I think it’s time to get ready! 

Autarky: If your time to you is worth savin’! 

#QArmy : QVideo : QMap : What is Truth? : Some Explaining to do. : Healing and Restoration : Constitution. : Come Together. 

#oathkeepers : Not on our watch! : PROFILES IN CORRUPTION.  : old republic theme.   : transform the world.  : Forever young. 

Love : Gratitude    :   Joy    :   Counsel of the Wise. :   Desiderata. :   ko:yaa:nis:qatsi    :   FMEA (of the old republic). 

September 30, 2020. 

 

……starts with one person, one relationship, one family, one neighbor, one neighborhood, one village, one community, 

one city, one state, one nation, at a time....simultaneously. 

 
“The care of human life and happiness, and not 

their destruction, is the first and only object 

of good government.” 

 

“We must not let our rulers lead us with 

perpetual debt.” 

 

“A little rebellion now and then is a good 

thing.” 

 

“The tree of Liberty must be refreshed from time 

to time with the blood of patriots and tyrants.” 

Thomas Jefferson. 

 

There are only two things we should fight for. 

One is the defense of our homes and other is the 

Bill of Rights.” 

Smedley Butler. 

 

Break on through...the Kafkaesque Matrix with an 

ELECTRIFYING experience! 
 

 
“The pursuit of truth and beauty is a 

sphere of activity in which we are 

permitted to remain children ALL our 

lives.” 

Albert Einstein. 

 

“Everything that is really great and 

inspiring is created by the individual who 

can labor in freedom!” 

Albert Einstein. 

 
 

WEALTH WITH PHILANTHROPY is like Capitalism WITH 

Conscience, is like Government WITH Oversight, is like 

Eisenhower's Farewell Address, and is IMPLEMENTED with 

the launch of the New Republic! 

 

When the doors of perception are cleansed, things will 

appear to man as they TRULY are...INFINITE. 

William Blake. 

 

“Love is the only force capable of transforming an 

enemy into a friend.”  

Martin Luther King Jr. 

SYNCHRONICITY and ELECTRIC UNIVERSE. 

 
Sent from the New Republic. 
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CONSTITUTIONALISM.….is the  new counterculture! 
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